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Electric mobility
becomes a
reality

Stefan Kölbl
on energy
for mobility

Dear Reader,
Are we on the brink of an electric revolution?
In this issue of DEKRA solutions, we will throw
light on the interplay between energy and mobility. Upon hearing these two words, more than a
few people will instantly think of electric drives,
which are often lauded as a cure-all remedy for
pressing environmental problems.
One of electric mobility’s key benefits is of
course the local elimination of emissions in urban
areas. Several megacities intend to exclude all but
electric vehicles from their centers. For this reason, the topic is gaining importance in the automotive industry. In addition to passenger transport, the emissions-free distribution of goods is
another important task in built-up areas.
This, however, poses the question as to how we
will quench our growing thirst for electricity. The
majority of our energy needs are fulfilled by classic
power plants, using either fossil fuels or nuclear
energy. The pros and cons of both have already
been discussed at length. ‘Clean’ electricity is campaigned for by many, however wind turbines and
high-voltage pylons are often unwelcome. Due in
part to this, electric mobility is becoming a driving
force in finding new energy concepts. DEKRA too
is tackling these exciting developments. We have
long worked to ensure safety both on the road and
in energy generation. Many more challenges will
present themselves in the future. We are ready.
Yours,

Stefan Kölbl
Chairman of the Board
DEKRA e. V. and DEKRA SE
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News

Eco-Odyssey
BRIEFLY NOTED

THE FIRST ROUND-THE-WORLD FLIGHT by a solar
powered aircraft took 500 days and finished on
July 26, 2016. ‘Solar Impulse’ stopped 16 times
on its journey to carry out vital repairs and
to wait out adverse weather. Despite state-ofthe-art solar technology with specially developed batteries and 17,000 high-performance
solar cells on gigantic wings, the solar powered plane had to make do with 15 HP of power,
and trundled around the planet at an average

NINE EYES,
SIX WHEELS

POKÉMON
STOP!

The smartphone game
‘Pokémon Go’ has taken the world by storm,
but also presents a high
distraction risk. This can
be extremely dangerous
on the road. There
are reports of players
running into traffic, and
even drivers playing
at the wheel – not just
illegal, but extremely
risky. At 50 km/h, every
second of distraction
equates to 15 meters of
driving blind.

speed of 78 km/h. Instigator of the 150 million
euro project Bertrand Piccard wanted to make
the world aware of the impending refocusing of
the global economy towards energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources. Solar Impulse
certainly delivered, circling planet Earth without using a drop of kerosene. Piccard also made
the headlines in 1999, when he flew his balloon
‘Breitling Orbiter 3’ around the world in only
20 days.

ROBOTIC COURIERS

Cable Cars
AS ROAD TRAFFIC accounts for more than a
third of Sweden’s CO2 emissions, the country’s
transport authorities began testing an electric
highway system in June. The goal is the
permanent usage of the e-highway. This will
play a large part in making Sweden’s transport
sector fossil-fuel-free by 2030.
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are being tested by parcel
company Hermes Versand
in Hamburg and Düsseldorf. The circa 70 cm long
carriage can – according
to manufacturer
Starship Technologies
– carry parcels up to
15 kg five kilometers
at walking pace, using its nine
cameras to avoid obstacles. To avoid
anything happening to the packages inside,
they are secured with a safety lock, PIN code
and tracked using GPS signal.

News
“All methods of transport, excluding
rockets, will turn to electrical energy”
Tesla Founder Elon Musk

THE DRIVING
TUNNEL

BRIEFLY NOTED

CHINA’S ROADS ARE BURSTING AT THE SEAMS.

Respite is planned to come in the form of the
traffic-independent electric TEB-1 bus. At 22
meters in length, eight meters in width and 4.5
meters in height, the vehicle will coast above
the chaos of the traffic below at 64 km/h. It will
hold up to 300 passengers. The prototype of this
innovative vehicle was tested on public roads
for the first time on 2. August in Quinhuangdao.
Further information on this story:
http://en.tebtech.com.cn

Reddot Award
DEKRA was awarded
the ‘Red Dot Award:
Communication Design’
for its annual report
2015. 7,838 companies
from 46 different
countries took part in
the communications
industry’s renowned
design award.

A Second Wind
BATTERY RANGE IS OFTEN THE
MAIN WEAKNESS of electric

buses in regular service.
An elegant solution for this
problem is provided by Dutch
company Heliox, based in Best
near Eindhoven. The company
specializes in rapid charging
technology for charging
devices and DC/AC inverters.
Core to their new solution is a
charging mast with a contact
hood that provides charging
power of up to 240 kilowatts
(kW). The charging station can
be installed at the ends of bus
routes. Upon arrival at the station, the roof-mounted charging
connector automatically docks
with the mast’s contact hood.
The charging process then
takes between two and five
minutes, depending on the
battery’s level of charge.

Each stop therefore provides
an additional portion of power,
enough to guarantee the
seamless running of scheduled
services. Complete recharges
of the batteries take place
overnight at the bus depot.
The charging system, which

has been certified by DEKRA,
will be trialled by the Cologne
public transport authority
(KVB) on an electric bus line in
late 2016. The experiment will
involve eight battery-powered
articulated buses provided by
VDL Bus & Coach.

Road Safety
is a major subject for
DEKRA. Helpful tips and
extensive information
in four languages can
be found on the Road
Safety Portal, which is
smartphone-optimized.
Further info:
www.dekraroadsafety.com/
en/homepage
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News

BRIEFLY NOTED
US Road Safety Report
Incidents involving private passenger vehicles
are the leading cause of
death for young people
in the United States of
America. DEKRA’s US
Road Safety Report
intends to help change
this sad statistic.

NEW INNOVATION
FOR MOBILITY
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY requires fast and
efficient innovation. The key to this is the close
cooperation between business, research,
science and politics. This is the goal pursued
by a new foundation called the Clean Mobility
Center, which was established in April 2016.

New research facilities and laboratories are currently being built at the Kleefse Waard industrial
park in Arnhem in the Netherlands. “The Clean
Mobility Center sees itself as a European hub
for innovation, in which various partners may
share and further their knowledge and skills
together,” explains DEKRA ‘Products Europe’
Sector Head Vincent Roes, who is also the
foundation’s chairman. In addition to DEKRA,
the founders of the Clean Mobility Center
include consulting firm DNV GL and electric
mobility specialists Allego and EL-KW. Arnhem
and Nimwegen University (HAN) is also involved
in the foundation. The Clean Mobility Center will
be fitted with a Charging Plaza, where electric
vehicles can recharge at digitally controlled
charging points. One of the first projects is
‘Project Trolley 2.0’, which focuses on electrifying local public transport. The recharging of bus
batteries will take place using overhead trolley
lines installed on certain sections of the bus line.

Eric Labe
is new Chief Regional
Officer for DEKRA
North America. “Our
mission to create a safer world is key to our
growth,” announced
Labe upon his appointment. DEKRA will use
him in developing
further synergies in
Mexico, Canada and
the USA to continue
the success story.

60

Degree water
prevents legionella
bacteria forming in pipes.
These purveyors of
sickness multiply when
little water is flowing
through the pipes, e.g.
during holidays. DEKRA
recommends flushing
pipes and heating the
boiler to 60 degrees.

Perfect Pit Stops
ONLY WHEN A TRUCK IS MOVING

does it earn any money. As
a result, maintenance and
repair work must be professionally planned and quickly
completed. Partners of the
Alltrucks workshop system
support this aim by offering

6

reliable quality across a uniform service portfolio. The
service of this Bosch, ZF and
Knorr-Bremse joint venture has
been certified by DEKRA Assurance Services GmbH. Alltrucks
workshops are springing up
throughout Europe. During
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an audit, work processes,
equipment and employee
skill is put to the test.
Alltrucks b enefits both from
the objective appraisal of its
processes and the credible
certification of quality provided by DEKRA.

PHOTOS: ALLTRUCKS, DAIMLER, DEKRA, DPA PICTURE ALLIANCE, HELIOX, HERMES, MAN, MAURITIUS/PHOTOJA, SCANIA, SOLAR IMPULSE/DESCLOUX/REZO.CH, ZF,

Driven
by ideas

Scania Unveils the Future
BRIEFLY NOTED

SCANIA will pull back the curtains on its new
generation of trucks at this year’s IAA. With
optimized aerodynamics and drivetrains, the
new generation uses 5% less fuel on average,
when compared with the current generation –
by no means thirsty itself.
On a fleet level, the promised potential for
reducing fuel consumption could result in considerable savings, depending on number of vehicles in the fleet and the distances travelled.

MAN with a Van
The MAN TGE, based on
the VW Crafter, will help
the Munich truck company enter the transporter
market, whilst extending
its portfolio to include
vehicles with maximum
permitted weights
starting at 3 metric tons.
Market launch is planned
for mid-2017.

2066

Exhibitors from 45
countries demonstrate
their new developments
at the IAA, Earth’s biggest commercial vehicle
show. Around 4 million
visitors came in 2014,
84% were professionals.

The new Scania trucks will be connected to
a communications system as standard, which
allows for further increases in operating efficiency. The newest safety standards, which
include emergency braking systems and vehicle-distance radar, are of course also fitted. In
addition, the new generation will be the first
trucks to feature side airbags, which greatly
increase driver and passenger safety in serious
accidents in which the vehicle rolls.

VISION ZERO
THE ZF INNOVATION TRUCK uses its avoidance
assistant to prevent serious accidents, keep
within its lane, and follow trucks driving ahead,
whilst also reversing into loading bays without
the driver lifting a finger. Cameras and sensors
guarantee safety whilst doing so.

Future Luxuries

IN AMSTERDAM, Mercedes Benz’ ‘Future Bus’ is
on the road already. Thanks to City Pilot technology with cameras, sensors and radar, it can
communicate with traffic lights, as well as avoid
pedestrians walking in the road. It can also autonomously pull up to bus stops. The driver monitors
the systems and intervenes in emergencies.

7
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Energy for Mobility

Batteries
versus
Burners
Motorists and car enthusiasts are currently watching the most exciting motoring
renaissance in recent memory unfold before them – the development
away from classic powertrains to new, alternative drive systems.
But are these new alternatives more environmentally friendly?
And will we really wave goodbye to the combustion engine?
Author Patrick Broich
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Energy for Mobility

F

1

million
electric vehicles
– Volkswagen’s annual
production goal from 2025

ive years have passed since the motoring
world celebrated the car’s 125th jubilee in
2011. Experts are in agreement that it was
in 1886 that the automobile was born – the year
in which Carl Benz’ motorcar first took to the
streets. Powered by a water cooled single-cylinder
four-stroke engine, its choice of drive seems very
familiar, save for the fact that modern mainstream
cars now feature a four-cylinder system. For whilst
the car has changed fundamentally over the last
130 years, the underlying principles beneath the
bonnet have remained remarkably constant. Now,
however, this fact may be set to change as we witness the dawning of a new era in mobility. More
and more different battery-powered electric models are creeping into manufacturers’ portfolios,
with some even offering hydrogen-powered runabouts! All around the world, experts are discussing whether classic petrol and diesel combustion
engines will still have a place in the future.
But first, let’s clear up one common misconception: whilst the electric car is a novelty for the modern consumer, the concept itself is not new at all.
As far back as the early 19th century, there was a
similar battle of drive concepts, and electric cars
even took an early lead. Ultimately, their reliance
on big, heavy lead-acid batteries proved their downfall. The drawbacks were the same as those cited of
today’s battery powered cars: their limited ranges,
coupled with long charging times rendered the cars
unfit for seamless day-to-day usage. Naturally,
efforts were made to address these shortcomings
– battery exchange stations opened in New York,
as car historian Gijs Mom points out. The appeal
of electric cars in the early 19th century is under-

standable, as combustion-engined cars of the time
rarely featured electric starter motors and therefore required laborious cranking to start. Electric
vehicles’ attractiveness was more pronounced in
urban areas, where the limited range proved less
of an issue.
The same can be said today. The day-to-day
shortcomings of most modern electric cars result
from the one-two hit of limited battery capacity and long recharging cycles. Even so-called
fast charging technology requires the car to be
plugged in for at least half an hour. Despite intense
research and development efforts, no marketable
electricity storage system can yet rival the energy
density of chemical fuels.

Strict Regulations
So why is everybody so hyped up about electric vehicles? Well, the reasons are as diverse as
they are numerous. The jury is out as to whether
our realization of the finite quality of global oil
reserves prompted this revival of the electric car.
One thing is for certain: it is nigh-on impossible
to predict when the end of the ‘oil age’ will come –
there are simply too many external factors to consider. Modern mobility technology is constantly
improving, yet global demand is increasing too.
Consider the Chinese car market, which will continue to grow with vigor for years to come. Despite
this, fossil fuels won’t be exhausted any time soon,
which goes some way to explain stagnant oil prices.
Localized emissions are another big issue.
Whilst Germany is fortunate enough to not have
to struggle with smog-polluted megacities, the
city of Stuttgart repeatedly demonstrates the

Electric Cars for the Museum of the Future

1900

1971
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV)
Drive Electric
Power 180 W motor per wheel
Speed 13 km/h
Battery 36 V silver oxide & zinc
Range 92 km

Lohner-Porsche
Semper Vivus
Drive Electric, front
wheel-hub motors
Speed 50 km/h
Battery Lead
Range 50 km
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Bad Air
Smog presents a daily
challenge for residents
of Los Angeles

TECHNICAL INFO – MANUFACTURER’S DATA

issues posed by particulate matter pollution. The
Baden-Württemberg capital has announced willingness to consider driving bans as a last resort
to bring high pollution levels into check. Nitrogen oxide – produced both by industry and traffic – promotes the formation of ozone, which can
cause respiratory issues.
Air pollution alone won’t compel the automobile industry to ramp up efforts to sell more elec-

tric cars. The strict regulation of CO2 emissions is
a major factor and looks set to stay; repealing emissions legislature would unleash too much political
backlash. Europe’s 2021 goal of reducing the average emissions of the continent’s car stock down to
95g of CO2 per kilometer merely marks the beginning. Even the USA – a country known for its love
affair with throaty V8s – has introduced policies to
cap emissions at ‘acceptable’ levels. The year 2025

1997

2009
Smart Fortwo ED
Drive Electric
Power 65 kW (48 HP)
Speed 125 km/h
Battery Lithium ion
with 17.6 kWh
Range 145 km

Toyota Prius I
Drive Hybrid
Power Petrol engine
43 kW/58 HP, electric
motor 30 kW (40 HP)
Speed 160 km/h
Battery Nickel metal hydride

11
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Energy for Mobility

Free Parking
and a Recharge
Norway is the no. 1
country for electric car
penetration for a reason

will see an emissions limit of 90g of CO2 per kilometer enforced. At last year’s UN Climate Conference
in Paris, Germany joined the so-called Zero Emission Vehicle Alliance, whose goal is to stop sales
of all vehicles with combustion engines by 2050.
It’s a noble goal, yet its effectiveness in protecting the environment is questionable. With the cur-

rent electricity mix, even electric cars would not be
regarded as environmentally friendly. According to
the World Energy Council, we continue to generate
more than two thirds of our electricity from fossil fuels. Should energy be generated from a modern, coal-burning steam power station, which typically boasts an efficiency level of under 50% and

2011

2012

Renault Twizy
Drive Electric
Power 13 kW (18 HP)
Speed 80 km/h
Battery 6.1 kWh Li-ion
Range 100 km

Tesla Model S
Drive Electric
Power 225 kW (306 HP)
Speed 190 km/h
Battery 60 kWh Li-ion
Range 390 km
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churn out masses of CO2, then the fact that electric motors are almost 100% efficient is of little
significance. Furthermore, there are dramatic differences in the electricity mix around the globe.
Countries such as China and India are actively
increasing their reliability on coal, whilst Germany’s goal of abandoning its nuclear energy program
will force the country to depend on coal power for
many years.

TECHNICAL INFO – MANUFACTURER’S DATA

Support for Electric Mobility
Irrespective of this, development continues to progress – after all, there is much to be done to ensure
the breakthrough of the electric car. Ranges must
be extended considerably, whilst charging times
need to be shortened dramatically. According to
data from the German Federal Office of Economics
and Export Control, there have been around 1,800
applications for the government’s 4,000 € subsidy,
provided to those purchasing an electric car up to
60,000 € in value. In 2015, electric cars made up
0.3% of all new cars registered. There is work to be
done to realize Germany’s target of having a million electric cars on the road by 2020.
Norway – Europe’s trailblazer in terms of electric car penetration – has had great success with its
incentive measures, with almost 20% of the market held by electric cars. The Scandinavian nation
taxes conventional cars far more vigorously. This
means that the relief afforded by purchasing an
electric car is far more pronounced than in Germany. Volkswagen fans in Oslo can save up to
9,000 € by opting for the Electric Golf rather than
its combustion-engined brother. There are several
other benefits too, such as the right to drive in bus

lanes, complimentary usage of public charging stations and free parking. Of course, the hassle-free
usage of bus lanes for flitting around the city will
only work for as long as electric cars remain in the
minority. Otherwise, congestion would begin forming on the special lanes, defeating their very purpose. Approximately 9,000 charging bays service
Norway’s population of 5.5 million, whilst Germany’s 81.8 million make do with 15,000. The systemic drawbacks of electric cars naturally present challenges for the Scandinavians too, yet it is
worth noting that their energy is 95% hydroelectrically generated.
The battery-powered car isn’t the only electric
alternative that engineers are working on. Another
popular solution is the hydrogen fuel cell, which
sidesteps both the range and charging issues of
batteries. Cars can fill up with hydrogen in a matter of minutes, in much the same way we are used
to with conventional chemical fuels. However,
both the range of models and number of fuel stations stocking hydrogen are limited. As of January 2016, there were less than 40 hydrogen fuel
pumps across Germany. Europe as a whole hosts
95, the USA a mere 50. Japan offers just over 100
such stations. The Japanese are very ambitious
when it comes to hydrogen. By 2030, they intend
to bring that number up to 5,000 stations. According to H2 mobility, 400 hydrogen fuel stations are
scheduled to open in Germany by 2023.
The fact of the matter is that battery-powered
cars are far less complex in their construction than
those powered by hydrogen fuel cell. In addition
to the highly complicated fuel cell itself, a tank
capable of withstanding high pressures is required.

2013

2013

BMW i3
Drive Electric
Power 125 kW (170 HP)
Speed 150 km/h
Battery 18.8 kWh Li-ion
Range 190 km

Mercedes SLS AMG
Coupé Electric Drive
Drive Electric, four synchronized
electromotors, all-wheel drive
Power 552 kW (751 HP)
Speed 250 km/h
Range 250 km
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“The car of
the future will
be electric,
and run free of
emissions”
Dieter Zetsche,
Chairman
Daimler AG

ing new technologies a reality. One can already say
with a reasonable degree of certainty that the lithium ion batteries currently in use will not be the
last battery technology we see. If we take claims
by car manufacturers at face value, the effective
ranges of electric vehicles could exceed 500 kilometers in the near future.
The nationwide installation of electrolysis
plants for the generation of hydrogen would go
some way to ‘clean up’ Germany’s energy production. A lack of quickly chargeable batteries means
we are currently unable to store excess energy, such
as that generated by wind turbines during high
winds. Hydrogen could provide an answer, as it can
be produced immediately and stored in unlimited
amounts. The long and short of it all is that electric cars are only environmentally friendly when
the electricity that they use is generated in a sustainable manner.

Clean Strategy
By the time of the Olympics in 2020, Tokyo
plans to have built a ‘Hydrogen Highway’

 arbon fiber reinforced plastic is used for this purC
pose. If scientists were to suddenly discover a battery technology with considerably higher energy
density than the current lithium ion affairs, the
fuel cell would be in for a difficult time. Who knows
what feats batteries of the future will be able to perform – researchers are constantly working on mak-

Bridging Technology
In addition to battery and fuel cell powered vehicles, plug-in hybrids are another alternative in
eliminating traffic emissions in urban areas. On
balance, they do not perform too well; they are
both heavy and complicated to build, requiring the
installation of both a combustion engine and electric motor. Over longer distances, they consume
petrol or diesel too, just like conventional cars.
Most experts view them as nothing more than a
bridging technology to aid manufacturers in their
compliance with CO2 limit regulations.
There are a great many more hurdles to overcome, but the drive technology revolution is upon
us and cannot be stopped. Environmental and eco-

2013

2013

Hyundai ix 35 FCEV
Drive Hydrogen fuel cell
Power 100 kW (136 HP)
Speed 160 km/h
Range 594 km

VW E-UP
Drive Electric
Power 60 kW (82 HP)
Speed 130 km/h
Battery 18.7 kWh Li-ion
Range 160 km
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Energy for Mobility

“By 2025, at least 25 percent of our portfolio
will be battery-powered cars”

TECHNICAL INFO – MANUFACTURER’S DATA

PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES (2), MAURITIUS IMAGES, PORSCHE, NASA, IFCAR, DAIMLER AG (4), ILJA C. HENDEL/LAIF,
RENAULT, TESLA, BMW, PICTURE ALLIANCE, HYUNDAI, VOLKSWAGEN, TOYOTA; ILLUSTRATION: MICHAEL STACH

Rupert Stadler, Chairman, Audi AG

nomic concerns have led many countries to name
the year from which they will stop issuing registra
tions to vehicles with combustion engines. Mega
cities, slowly choking on smog, must do something
to protect the health of their residents. Manufac
turers must therefore develop cars with alterna
tive drivetrains in order to comply with the everstricter CO2 limits of the future. Battery prices will
fall further thanks to economies of scale, and the

construction of new mega-factories for batteries.
New players such as Tesla, Google and Apple have
sensed the opportunity to supplant established
market players by combining alternative drive
and autonomous driving technologies. Last but
not least, countries such as China intend to lead
electric car development, thus winning themselves
global market leadership. We are living in a truly
remarkable time for the automobile.

Big Plans
Tesla’s Gigafactory,
which is to begin
production in 2017

2014

2014

Toyota Mirai
Drive Hydrogen fuel cell
Power Electric motor:
114 kW (155 HP)
Speed 160 km/h
Range 500 km

Mercedes B Class e-Drive
Drive Electric
Power 132 kW (179 HP)
Speed 160 km/h
Battery 28 kWh Li-ion
Range 200 km
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Fighting for
Revolution faces the modern motoring world. Will cars of the future be
greener? Which powertrains will prevail? It all depends on a great number
of factors – political included.

CO2 Emissions per Capita (in metric tons)
Source: PBL Netherlands Enviromental Assessment Agency / 2014
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VW Golf 1.0 TSI – 115 HP – 20,675 €
The three-cylinder engine of the combustion Golf
is remarkably efficient, yet doesn’t hold a candle to
the efficiency of its fully-electric brother.
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Electric Cars: Energy consumption using VW Golf as basis
Source: Volkswagen / 2016
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Electric Car and Hybrid Incentives around the globe
Source: Goodimpact Magazine / 2016
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China

France

Premium of

Buyer’s premium of

Various tax savings

No company car
tax for electric cars

6,000 €

Free charging of car

Electric cars may be
registered immediately

6,300 €

Germany
Up to

4,000 €

in buyer’s premium for cars
up to 60,000 €

Netherlands
Buyer’s premium of

6,000 €

6,400 €

Norway
Savings of up to

9,000 €

USA
Maximum
tax saving of

depending on model

6,800 €

Exemption from various
special taxes

Permitted to drive
in bus lanes

Government assumes

50%

5 years

exemption from
vehicle tax

Japan
Buyer’s premiums up to

No vehicle tax

of
additional costs involved in
buying electric car

DR. WOLFGANG BERNHARD
The 56 year old industrial engineer has
been a Daimler AG board member since
2010. He has directed Daimler Trucks &
Buses since 2013

“Coming on in
Leaps and Bounds”
Dr. Wolfgang Bernhard discusses advances in
electric goods vehicles and the corporation’s dedication
to drive this technology forward.
Interview Michael Kern

Dr. Bernhard, you have never made a secret of
your skepticism regarding electric trucks. Yet
Mercedes Benz has now revealed exactly such
a vehicle. What changed your mind?

ited performance. It has, however, come on in
leaps and bounds, and a market is developing.

Bernhard: We have been working intensively on
this subject for years. For a long, long time, it
appeared that electric drives for trucks were out
of the question; the possible applications were
extremely limited. Battery technology was held
back by high costs, long charging times and lim-

Bernhard: As the première of our Urban eTruck
demonstrates, the electric revolution has come to
our segment too. Take the batteries, for instance –
massive progress is being made in this area, and
between 1997 and 2025, costs are projected to sink
by a factor of 2.5 when compared to 1997, whilst

What has happened in terms of technology?
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Interview

performance will increase by the same amount.
That doesn’t just make the electric car feasible,
but the electric truck too.
Does the same apply to trucks for long-distance haulage?

Bernhard: The achievements made in battery technology aren’t quite sufficient for that currently, but
they are enough for short-radius distribution applications. Electric trucks may soon be a common sight
in our cities.
What is the range of Mercedes Benz’ Urban
eTruck?

Bernhard: The basic battery configuration of the
26-metric-ton, three-axle solo truck that we recently
presented provides energy for around 200 kilometers. We use lithium ion battery modules, which are
securely mounted within the frame for crash safety.

IN DETAIL

The Urban eTruck from Daimler
Daimler Trucks describes their electric drive as “the ideal solution for local,
emissions-free mobility”, and has recently revealed a three-axle 26 tonne truck
which intends to open the door to the arrival of battery-electric heavy goods
vehicles. Instead of a conventional diesel drivetrain, the Urban eTruck relies on
a low-floor portal axle solution with electric motors positioned near the wheels
– a modified version of the solution we often see in electric buses. The engines’
nominal voltage is 400 V, with a maximum output of 2 x 125 kW. These allow
for 11,000 Nm of torque at the wheel. The basic configuration consists of a
three-module lithium ion battery pack, which has a total capacity of 212 kWh.
This should suffice for 3,000 charge cycles before degrading to 80% of their initial capacity. Warmth from the powertrain’s cooling circuit is used to heat the
driver’s cabin, with the climate control system relying on an electrically driven
compressor, similar to the brake system.

700 kilograms when compared with conventional
trucks. As a result, the Urban eTruck has a payload of
12.8 metric tons, which is more than enough for its
typical application area of urban distribution.

How are these batteries charged?

Bernhard: With a charging power of 100 kW, fully
discharged batteries can be charged to 100% within
two to three hours. In practice, however, it will be
very rare that batteries are completely discharged.
The truck can also recover energy whilst braking.
Connection of the truck to a charging station is by
way of the European standard ‘Combined Charging
System’ connector.

Is the demand for an electric truck here yet? When
can you envisage the Urban eTruck entering production?

Can Mercedes’ electric truck compete with their
diesel cousins?

Bernhard: The Urban eTruck weighs 1,700 kilograms more than a comparable truck with a combustion engine. The European Commission has
declared itself in favor of increasing the maximum
weight of trucks with alternative drives by a metric ton. This more or less negates the reduction in
payload, meaning it is effectively only reduced by

Packed in
The battery packs are
situated between the
longitudinal beams

Bernhard: We will, of course, have to wait a while to
begin serial production. I believe that we will be in
the right place to do so in the early 2020s. Interest
in electric trucks has grown considerably, and continues to do so. Around the world, more people live
in cities than ever before, and that trend that is set to
continue. Simultaneously, more and more cities are
enforcing stricter regulations on heavy goods traffic.
Paris, for example, is considering forbidding trucks
with conventional powertrains from entering altogether from 2020. Our customers want to prepare
themselves for such eventualities. They are the ones
starting the dialogue.
This surely hasn’t happened overnight?

PHOTOS: JACEK BILSKI, DAIMLER

Bernhard: Timing is decisive for all new innovations – begin too soon and you’ll lose money, begin
too late and you’ll lose the market. Now, the time is
right. The electric revolution has arrived for commercial vehicles.
What is your strategy?

Bernhard: We are committed to being a driving force
in the development of this emerging segment from
the very beginning. The electric truck is a concrete
part of our strategy, and will become a firm fixture
in our portfolio. Our goal is to offer electric trucks in
the near future that are economical for our customers, allowing them to reliably perform their logistics.
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China’s Automotive Opportunity

There’s
something
in the air
Chinese megacities are fighting tooth and nail to bring
their air quality into line. Traffic restrictions and
alternative powertrains should aid in improving quality
of life. Simultaneously, China is establishing itself as the
leading market for alternative drive technologies.
Author Bernd Ostmann
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A Heavy Burden
Especially in the winter
months, smog hangs
over Beijing like lead
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China’s Automotive Opportunity

S

mog alert in Beijing! Visibility isn’t enough
to see the other side of the street, the people are wearing face masks (but coughing
nevertheless), and school is canceled.
Such images should be a thing of the past, and
the Chinese government is trying to make it so.
Heavy industry, for example, is to be relocated to
other areas of the country. Road traffic – which
is to blame for between 20 and 30 percent of the
air quality issues – must also be reduced. In 2020,
Beijing intends to introduce the strictest emissions regulations on the planet. ‘China 6’, as the
new regulations are known, should reduce the air
pollution generated by car emissions by between
15 and 20 percent. Simultaneously, the Beijing
vehicle stock is to be frozen at six million vehicles. Additional measures to rein in the traffic
are in force even now, such as the requirement to
forgo one’s car for one day every week. New car
registrations are issued using a lottery procedure,
with the chance of receiving a new car registration lying at around five percent.
In addition to restricting the registration and
usage of cars powered purely by combustion
engines, vehicles with alternative drive concepts
are being promoted. Whoever buys a hybrid, electric, or fuel cell powered vehicle will have their
registration approved instantaneously, and may
drive on any day of the week. Future benefits
may include free parking or the usage of pub-

6

million

Beijing wants to freeze
the number of vehicles
in the city at six million.
Source: Beijing City Administration

lic charging stations. A congestion charge, akin
to that in place in London, has been in discussion since 2009. Should it ever be implemented,
vehicles with alternative drive concepts would
be exempt. The financial incentives are sure to
tempt those considering buying an alternative
car concept too. For example, depending on their
range, electric cars are subsidized by the government by up to 6,140 euros, without taking into
account further subsidies provided by regional
and municipal authorities. These may total up
to 17,000 euros.
The measures are proving successful. Of the
approximately 650,000 electric and plug-in
hybrid cars sold worldwide in 2015, 180,000
were in China. Looking at the first half of 2016, in
which 170,000 such vehicles were sold in China,
it seems the country is on course to double sales
and consolidate its position as the world’s leading alternative drive market. In second place is

Off the Pace
Daimler builds the Denza
together with Chinese car
and battery manufacturer
BYD. With 1301 registrations in 2015, it was only
the 14th bestseller

Big Seller
The Qiu plug-in
hybrid from BYD,
of which 28,365
were sold in 2015

Big Plans The Chinese government is supporting the
switch to alternate drive solutions and the development
of infrastructure with 4.2 billion euros. By 2020, 4.8 million
charging facilities are planned throughout China

the USA, with 66,000 electric and plug-in hybrid
vehicles sold. Norway is in third with 22,000. Germany sits in sixth place with 10,481 alternative
drive registrations.
Despite their relative success, cars with alternative powertrains constitute a mere one percent
of China’s new car market, in which 19 million
cars are sold every year. A drop in the ocean, but
there are ambitious plans to make it more. By
2020, five million electric vehicles are to be sold
annually. The masterplan foresees 200,000 electric buses, 300,000 electric taxis and 200,000
logistics vehicles – for communal services,
patient transport and the like – in addition to
4.3 million new private and commercial vehicles.
China is investing heavily in infrastructure for
this. By 2020, 4.8 million charging stations are
planned.

International cooperation
Who is going to be supplying all this business?
There are currently 33 Chinese vehicle models with alternative powertrains, and ten built
through joint ventures. These include the Denza
– a cooperation between Daimler and BYD – and
BMW’s cooperation with Brilliance, the Zinoro.
The first model is based on the BMW X1 and is
currently only available for lease. Leading the

20%
Beijing wants to reduce
air pollution by 20
percent. To this end,
‘China 6’, the ‘strictest
emissions standard
on the planet’ will be
introduced.
Source: Beijing Environment
Administration

sales rankings is the Qiu plug-in hybrid from
BYD, followed by a fully electric model by BAIC.
The Denza finds itself in 14th place, with 1301
units sold. This puts it far behind Tesla’s Model S,
which found 3,000 buyers. Arguing that the
Denza – Daimler and BYD’s joint-venture – is too
expensive is a bogus argument in any case. After
taxes, the Tesla Model S costs 120,000 euros in
China (85,000 euros in Europe).
331,090

Chinese Sales
of Electric and
Plug-in Hybrid
Vehicles
Source: China Association of
Automobile Manufacturers (CAAM)

Plug-in Hybrids
Electric Cars

74,763

8,159

12,791

2011

2012

17,642

2013

2014

Private vehicles, commercial vehicles and buses
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2015

All Change, Please! By 2020, 300,000 electrically-powered taxis should be on the roads

Battery Production
No less than 57
companies are already
producing batteries in
China. DEKRA carries
out product safety
testing for various
manufacturers
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So what is the reason? Is German engineering
no longer ‘in’ in China? It seems more likely that
the Germans are exercising caution in their Chinese electric vehicle business. The Chinese government has forced them into founding separate businesses as joint ventures with Chinese partners.
In order for customers to qualify for subsidies, these businesses must develop their electric cars together. This results in a full transfer of the development know-how to the Chinese
partner. The goals are obvious: China knows
that the traditional automotive countries’ lead
in the development combustion engines cannot
be overtaken. The situation is somewhat different when it comes to alternative drive concepts,
especially electric motors. China has experience
on tap. After all, China’s streets are teeming with
200 million motorbikes and mopeds with electric
drive. Furthermore, the ‘fourth battery catalogue’
lists no less than 57 home-grown companies that

China’s Automotive Opportunity

INTERVIEW

Three Questions For ...

PHOTOS: PICTURE ALLIANCE (2), DAIMLER AG, NEWSPRESS, BLOOMBERG VIA GETTY IMAGES, DDP IMAGES, REUTERS, DEKRA

manufacture batteries. This lead and the prospects of global market leadership is not something that China is going to give up lightly. The
expansion is already beginning. BYD will begin
producing electric buses in Komarom, Hungary,
at the end of 2016. Even now, 35 of these electric
buses are in action at Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport, and fleets of electric BYD taxis are on the
streets of Brussels and London. It’s hardly surprising that Korean electronics giant Samsung
wants to invest 2.3 billion US dollars into the Chinese electric vehicle manufacturer.

Newcomers versus established players
Tesla – disappointed in their performance in
China thus far – are planning on building their
own factory in China, in cooperation with a
Chinese real estate company. The planned investment is rumored to be around nine billion US
dollars. The start-up Future Mobility intends
to compete too. Although they don’t yet have
a car or a factory, the company has considerable
funding and a big plan. Behind this new player in
the automotive sector stands the Chinese internet giant responsible for ‘WeChat’, China’s most
popular chat platform. Seeing as money seems
to be little issue, the Chinese company has done
some serious shopping. In Carsten Breitfeld, they
have not merely signed BMW’s overall project
manager for the i8, but also the chief drivetrain developer, the head designer and product
management director. Their declared goal: to
produce between 250,000 and 400,000 electric
cars per year by 2020. Seeing as they’re already
dealing with big goals, why not go one further? By
2020, they don’t merely want to build the world’s
best electric car; they want it to drive autonomously too.
But even in China, the electric car is far from
a sure-fire success. The grant funds for alternative drive concepts have been guaranteed until
2020, although these are to be reduced from year
to year. One thing has already become apparent
in the short but explosive growth of alternative
drive concepts in China: it isn’t just the financial
incentives that are leading customers to opt for
such alternatives – electric cars and hybrids are
only booming in the metropolises where registration restrictions and driving bans for solely
combustion engine powered vehicles are in place.

Stan Zurkiewicz,
DEKRA Chief Regional Officer East Asia
Mr Zurkiewicz, you have been living in Asia since 2002, and are the DEKRA manager responsible for East Asia in its entirety based in Shanghai. How do you perceive
the interplay between air quality and the growing market for electric vehicles?
Here in Shanghai, the environmental protection regulators are putting all their efforts
into ensuring that more than 90% of days remain smog-free. Similar plans exist in
all other major Chinese cities. To this end, power plants and industrial facilities will
be modernized or relocated. Road traffic is also a key focus of these plans. Vehicles
with conventional combustion engines already find it nigh on impossible to register
in urban areas, whereas electric cars and plug-in hybrids are accepted immediately.
The authorities’ plans to increase the number of electric vehicles on the road to
five million by 2020 seem somewhat ambitious. Are they realistic?
The desire to have one’s own car remains high in China. Conversely, the authorities
are trying to further restrict this. Measures will include tough regulations as to how
many electric vehicles must be registered by each branch or authority. In addition to
this, ‘China 6’ – China’s strictest environmental standard – is likely to be implemented by 2020, whilst ‘Beijing 6 Oil’ will also have significant impacts on vehicles with
lower emissions standards. Both will require precise planning of electricity usage.
The incentives to adopt such vehicles are therefore far more pronounced than they
are in Europe.
Is DEKRA involved in this development?
Yes, very much so, and in a variety of areas. In China, we have already been providing
testing services for electrical vehicle (EV) components for a number of years. Now
we are in the process of scaling up our activities by setting up a major laboratory
in Jiading Shanghai, where we will test both charging stations and key components
of EV powertrains. In partnership with the Chinese national certification body CQC,
we have been leading development of standards for EV cables and connectors.
These enable EV components manufacturers to access both Chinese domestic and
international markets. We are supporting a German automotive brand in developing
a charging station network by providing installation training and support. Furthermore, we are keeping up with the increasing demand for wireless technologies
relating to the ‘connected car’ and ‘autonomous drive’ technological megatrends.

More information:
www.dekra-certification.com
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Electric Drives in Motorsport
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Electrifying Racing

Alternative powertrains are gaining ground in motorsport. Formula 1 cars and the
endurance machines used in the WEC now rely on hybrid technology,
whilst Formula E forgoes the combustion engine entirely. We got the inside track.
Author Robert Dunker
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Formula 1

Hybrid petrol 1.6 liter V6
turbo with recovery of brake
and exhaust energy
System power: 1,000 HP
Top speed: 370 km/h
0–100: 2.5 secs

WEC

Petrol 2 liter V4 turbo hybrid (Porsche)
Petrol 2.4 liter V6 turbo hybrid (Toyota)
Diesel 4 liter V6 turbo hybrid (Audi)
System power: 1,000 HP
Top speed: 340 km/h, 0–100: 2.2 secs

Fuel Tank

Budgets and
Team Sizes
FORMULA 1

80 – 300 Million €

200 – 1,300 People
WEC
20 – 150 Million €

100 – 260 People
FORMULA E
5 – 6 Million €
15 – 20 People

U

ntil now, Formula E could be regarded as a
somewhat brief pleasure. After 25 minutes,
the drivers must return to the pits and swap
to their second cars – the first having run out of bat
tery. Within two years, batteries that can endure an
hour of racing are envisaged, making the vehicle
change go the way of the monotonous whirr of the
electric motors that assailed our eardrums from the
first race in Peking in 2014 up until the start of last
season. Now, each new development to the power
train brings with it a more pleasing soundtrack,
causing even motorsport purists such as Niki Lauda
to tone down their often harsh criticism. The leg
end was even cited as saying: “I’ve already seen
such high caliber racing, that the sound becomes
almost irrelevant.”
The third season of Formula E will commence
in October, with races in Hong Kong and New York
guaranteeing spectacular scenery. One of the cham
pionship’s singularity is the ‘FanBoost’ – a system
by which fans can vote online to give their favorite
driver some extra pep. Voting takes place up until
the sixth minute of the race, with the additional 100
kilojoules then ‘activated’ for the replacement car.
This initiative gets the audience more involved in
the happenings of the race.
The pioneering electric motorsport champion
ship is also benefiting from the faltering of Formula
1; a sport in which viewer and spectator figures are
nosediving; regulations are constantly attacked by
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Battery

Turbine
Engine
MGU-K

both drivers and team bosses alike; and the technol
ogy is astronomically expensive. There are, there
fore, good omens for this successful, green and
approachable racing series. Yet Formula E chief Ale
jandro Agag – a former Spanish Member of Euro
pean Parliament and, since 2007, owner of a GP2
junior team – has announced diplomatically that “to
make Formula 1 our competitor would be the wrong
approach”. Yet this could well be the direction that
it takes, even if FIA Chief Jean Todt regards the bat
tery-powered racers as a ‘supplement’ to Formula 1,
rather than a rival series.
The old establishment continues to have many
reservations. Four-time Formula 1 champion Sebas
tian Vettel believes the sustainability offensive in
Formula 1 has already gone too far – the shrunken,
six-cylinder engines now sound “like lawnmowers”
to his ears. Clunky acronyms such as ERS (Energy
Recovery System), MGU-K (Motor Generator Unit –
Kinetic) and MGU-H (Motor Generator Unit – Heat)
have also led to Formula 1 being described as “far
too complicated” this year.

Motorsport – Driving Innovation
Agag has cleverly positioned Formula E as a pio
neering racing series. “For us, Formula E is a test
ing ground to trial systems in a tough environment,”
explains Paul McNamara, Head of Technology for
Williams, who provide the high performance batter
ies for all teams. “We were able to thoroughly test

Electric Drives in Motorsport

Formula E

PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES, FERRARI EMDIA, PICTURE ALLIANCE, PORSCHE,
HONDA, RENAULT, GRAHAM MURDOCH IMAGES COURTESY OF MMDI

Electric powertrain with 272
HP, 28 kWh battery capacity,
three-speed gearbox, rearwheel drive, weight incl.
driver: 888 kilograms,
Top speed: 225 km/h,
0–100: 2.9 secs

and validate our cooling systems, charging times
and module designs for applications in other projects outside of motorsport.”
Motorsport and space entrepreneur Richard
Branson believes Formula E may become FIA’s number one racing series in the not too distant future.
The entrepreneur himself is involved with the team
Virgin Racing. BMW provides the safety cars for the
event, and is even entertaining the idea of competing itself, having seemingly recognized the series’
‘green’ credentials. It’s worth bearing in mind that
BMW turned its back on Formula 1 back in 2009.
Another example of top-tier motorsport adopting
alternative powertrains can be found in the long-distance racing of the World Endurance Championship. However, whilst in Formula E there is an open
transfer of technology between teams, the WEC is a
power struggle between Porsche, Audi and Toyota.
Works teams have been showing off their technological might since the first 24 Hours of Le Mans
back in 1923.
Since the establishment of hybrid systems, the
significance of the additional electric drive has
increased with each passing year. For the 2016 season, competition has stepped up a notch, with the
fuel consumption limit for Le Mans being drastically reduced. The WEC is another testing ground
for systems that may make an appearance in series
production. “The result is a racing car that is even
more frugal with its energy usage – a goal that we

are also pursuing with our cars for road usage,”
announces Head of Audi Motorsport Dr. Wolfgang
Ullrich. The effort undertaken by the brand with
the four rings is enormous. Nothing of the previous year’s car has survived the complete overhaul of
the redesigned Audi R18: the flywheel energy storage system of the hybrid drive has been replaced
by a high-voltage battery, whilst both the four-liter
V6 TDI engine and braking energy recovery system
have been overhauled. The car generates over 1,000
HP of system power, something that can also be said
for the Porsche 919 hybrid. As last season’s top dog,
the Porsche has merely been refined for 2016. Toyota has followed in Audi’s footsteps, unveiling an
entirely new car for the 2016 season, yet one that
is strongly inspired by the title-defending Porsche.
The Japanese brand will now rely on a six cylinder
biturbo engine with battery storage, rather than its
old V8 with supercapacitors. The Toyota collects
energy during braking from both the front and rear
axles. Porsche uses braking energy from the front
wheels, with a second hybrid system collecting heat
from the exhaust.
Energy efficiency is the difference between winning and losing in Formula E too. “The challenge is
to go as fast as possible whilst using as little energy
as possible,” explains team owner Hans-Jürgen Abt.
The crux? “If you use too much energy going fast,
but you may end up running out of juice. But drive
too slowly, and you’ll be left behind.”
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“The TDI tech
we use in our
production
cars has
benefited
considerably
from its usage
in the WEC”
Dr. Stefan Knirsch,
Audi AG
Board Member for
Technical Development

Crude Oil Extraction – Status Check

Elixir of Life

Crude oil is the most valuable substance on Earth. Without the black gold,
civilization would be unrecognizable. We check how secure our oil supply
really is in the midst of reports of dwindling reserves.
Author Lars Lubienetzki
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Changeover
Workers commute
by helicopter to their
drilling platform

T

he wind is howling, and menacing waves
sweep across the ocean below the drilling
platform, several kilometers off the coast
of Brazil. The 200 meter tall semi-submersible,
as such floating oil rigs are known, is fixed to
the sea floor with steel cables. Despite this, it
sways in a concerning manner as the rain lashes
the rig workers’ faces. They’re grateful for their
protective clothing on days like this. Many days
are spent under the blistering sun, and even on
these days they are required to wear their full
protective gear. Every day, they extract several
hundred thousand barrels of crude oil from the
ocean floor far below, its sulphurous stench combining with the salty sea air. These men don’t
mind. The curious blend stays in their nostrils
long after returning to shore for a few days of
recuperation. Work on an oil rig is back-breaking
but indispensable – the human race is addicted
to this sticky, stinking substance. Crude oil was
first used around 12,000 years ago as cement
for weapons and tools, and as paint for jewelery
and sculptures. It was later used as lamp fuel.
Its real potential was first discovered during the
industrial revolution. Nowadays it finds use as a

1.68
Billion barrels
is the estimated
quantity of crude
oil that can still be
extracted.
Source: BP

The Daily Grind
High spirits prevail
despite difficult work in
the rig’s break room
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heating fuel, and, far more importantly, the most
prevalent energy source for transport. No other
energy source comes close.
In the early 19th century – the beginning of
the ‘oil age’ – private entrepreneurs fought over
the world’s oil deposits, and business was booming. At a certain point, however, the countries
with the greatest oil deposits realized the value
of what they were sitting on. This led to the balance of power in energy markets shifting radi-

Crude Oil Extraction – Status Check

cally within a short space of time. Transporting
oil from faraway lands to the world’s industrial
powerhouses remained almost exclusively the
task of private corporations such as Esso, Shell
and BP as recently as the 1970s. These corporations also managed its sale upon arrival. The
brands are still around, and although their market power has been heavily eroded, they still
enjoy substantial economic potential. The biggest oil corporations are now state-owned,
with far less evocative names. Amongst them
are Rosneft (Russia), Saudi Aramco (Saudi Arabia), NIOC (Iran), PdVSA (Venezuela), CNPC
(China), Pemex (Mexico), and Sonatrach (Algeria). According to estimates (state-run corporations do not release any official figures), stateowned oil corporations control between 80 and
90 percent of global oil production.
Estimated Reserves
According to BP’s calculations, there are
approximately 1.68 billion barrels of oil left in
global deposits (1 barrel = 159 liters). This value
has been repeatedly revised upward in recent
decades thanks to advances in technology. BP
estimates that the remaining crude oil deposits will suffice for at least another forty years,
assuming energy demands remain stable at
current levels. A revolution in drive technology
could, however, lead to these estimates being

Safety
Pins in the board mark
possible dangers on the
drilling platform

IN DETAIL

Safety in Offshore Extraction
The largest, as yet untapped oil fields lie beneath the ocean floor. Offshore
extraction – the drilling for oil on the high sea – is an established concept. Oil
has been being extracted from the North Sea since the mid 1970s. DEKRA
subsidiary Optimus Seventh Generation works on a range of oil extraction
projects in the North Sea with various companies, including BP. “There are a
great many risks involved in offshore oil extraction,” says Optimus Seventh
Generation’s CEO Derek Smith, before continuing: “for example, there are
high pressures, extreme temperatures, the stability of the rig, and long distances (both to the shore and to the borehole itself) to deal with. We know
that the industry has technical solutions for all of these, and provides appropriate safety mechanisms. We see our job as limiting human error to the lowest possible level. We don’t intend to unsettle people, or make them think
that something bad will necessarily happen, but we do want each and every
worker to recognize that something could happen.”
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revised upward once again. Other technological advances will also make oil transport safer
and more efficient. “Avoiding corrosion to the
facilities and pipelines incurs significant costs,
especially offshore,” explains BP Group Head of
Technology David Eyton. “In order to identify
corrosion as early as possible, we use wireless
sensors that keep us informed of the condition
of the pipes.” Now, the rusting-through of pipelines is almost out of the question.
The success rate in the search for oil has
also steadily improved. In the past, companies
drilled eleven times on average in order to hit
oil. Nowadays, that average has sunk to two
test bores. Supercomputers and the ability to
produce subterranean 3D imaging have helped
considerably in ending the expensive lottery of
divining for new oil wells. Each borehole costs
several million US dollars.
The search for new sources of oil continues
around the world at a rapid rate. The USA used
to be constantly rated as one of the world’s most
powerful oil producers, but this position came
under threat in the early 2000s as domestic production began to slow. Rising oil prices, however, suddenly made a new extraction method
viable. Fracking brought the Americans up to
the top of their game again, whilst simulta-

Crude Oil Extraction – Status Check

the water table for years. Putting environmental concerns aside for a moment, even business
experts are not convinced. They believe fracking
is only viable when oil prices exceed 60 dollars.
They currently lie at around 45 dollars.

neously providing for heated debate amongst
experts. Fracking, or hydraulic fracturing,
involves releasing oil from rock layers, something achieved by introducing a chemical solution to force the oil from the strata. Environmental organizations criticize this method as
the substances used can pollute the earth and

Steel Giants
North Sea platforms are
firmly anchored into the
sea floor

The Changing Face of Energy
Crude oil continues to rule the world. But what
comes after that? According to experts, transport will continue to be dominated by oil for
another twenty years at least. Especially when
it comes to long distances and heavy loads,
the energy value of crude oil products cannot
be beaten. Current technology cannot replace
fossil fuel for aircraft and cargo ships. Experts
forecast a battle between hybrid technology, batteries and fuel cells for supremacy amongst
smaller vehicles with more modest requirements in terms of range. “We believe that the
hybrid vehicle concept is the most technologically mature,” states BP’s Head of Fuel Research
in Bochum Dr. Peter Sauermann. His reasons
are clear: “A hybrid is the best option for a second car for urban driving. On short journeys,
drivers will pretty much forget that their car
also has a petrol or diesel engine under the
bonnet.” Such plug-in hybrids – the batteries of
which suffice for fully-electric short-radius journeys – only use the combustion engine on longer
journeys. “Instead of filling up with fuel three
or four times every month, the hybrid owner

SERVICE

What Does DEKRA Inspect?
DEKRA is a service provider for the energy sector, offering independent appraisals, measurements, facility and material
inspections. These ensure compliance both with the law and other standards for added safety. Here are a few examples:

Explosion Prevention
An important subject
at oil extraction
installations. DEKRA
specialists inspect
the facilities.

Safety
Training
DEKRA teams run
safety training courses
for oil rig personnel.

Non-Destructive
Testing
At power plants, DEKRA
tests safety-relevant parts
using inspection robots and
cameras.
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Audits

Wind Farms

DEKRA energy audits
are available to business
across all areas, and
allow efficiency to be
measured objectively.

DEKRA is authorized to issue
type registrations and carries
out periodic checks in its
authority as an approved
inspection agency.

Piled High
The drill rods tower above
the platform deck.

PHOTOS: BP, GETTY IMAGES

Checking it Twice
Engineers work through
their inspection lists
meticulously

will fill the tank maybe once every six months,”
adds Sauermann.
However, electricity is predominantly generated by burning other fossil fuels, such as coal
for instance. Coal’s share of electricity production in Germany was 42.2 percent in 2015.
Almost nine percent was provided by natural
gas. These are the findings of a report compiled

More information:
www.dekrainsight.com
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by the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Energiebilanzen
e. V. (Energy Balance Working Group). The
report also noted that 14.1 percent of domestic
energy is generated by nuclear plants. The German government has announced that no more
nuclear power will be used after 2022. To cover
the resulting shortfall, energy from renewable
sources will be further increased above its current 30 percent share. Oil derivatives contribute
a mere 0.8 percent of Germany’s energy budget.
This is positive news, as the black gold is a
bigger part of our lives than many of us would
expect. Take a moment to look away from this
page, and let your gaze wander: CD cases, the
paint on the walls, the case of your computer
or smartphone, the kitchen work surface, those
comfortable stockings, your TV and that pain
relief gel – all of these and more are made using
oil derivatives. I’m sure a great many more products will come to mind, but without crude oil,
we’d have to forgo all of it. And that is why the
men on the drilling platform off the coast of
Brazil will continue working through all weathers to bring it out of the seabed. They work so
that we remain mobile, don’t freeze, and can
generally enjoy life as we know it.

The Private Energy Revolution

Give and Take

Everybody wants their energy ‘green’ these days – ideally self-generated and ready to
power their electric cars. The automobile industry has been listening.
Author Karl-Gerhard Haas
1

2

1 BMW offers i Series customers a car port built by Solarwatt.
The photovoltaically generated electricity is stored in a battery
and trickled to the car overnight
2 The Powerwall, built by US electric car company Tesla, also
functions as a battery for home-generated electricity
3 Mercedes Benz offers battery modules that save excess
energy. Management is by way of the energy provider’s app
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T

he automobile and renewable energy industries may sound an unlikely partnership, akin
to that of cat and dog. Yet the two are by no
means averse to working together – Volkswagen
was teaming up with ‘green’ German power company Lichtblick long before the dawn of electric
cars. Lichtblick’s co-generation plant uses a VW
motor that simultaneously generates heat and
power, making it extremely efficient.
However, the marriage of these two companies
ended somewhat acrimoniously; during the project, it became apparent that the product was no
longer attractive – the market had changed. Nowadays, Lichtblick is buddied up with US trendsetter Tesla, marketing its batteries which can store
excess wind or solar energy until needed.
Stuttgart car company Daimler and Munich firm
Mobility House have a well-thought-out partnership, thanks to the fact that current electric cars
are inherently flawed. This is because as it stands,
after around ten years, their batteries are no longer powerful enough for road usage as their range
falls below the guaranteed lower limit. Yet these
old batteries retain between 70 and 80 percent of

PHOTOS: BMW, DAIMLER, TESLA

3

their original capacity and are still far too good to
be carelessly tossed away. Mobility House repurposes these old batteries as stationary energy storage units for commercial usage. This could prove
a lucrative business model for all involved – Daimler is able to calculate the prices of its batteries differently if they don’t end up in the trash at the end
of their road usage, whilst Mobility House is provided with a source of discounted materials for its
products.
Daimler also offers new batteries for solar-powered family homes, under the name ‘Mercedes Benz
Energy Storage’. The reason behind this is that it is
becoming less and less lucrative to sell self-generated energy back to the grid – experts recommend
storing excess energy for private usage at a later
date. Meanwhile, Bavarian car manufacturer BMW
is working with Dresden firm ‘Solarwatt’ on a solution for its i Series cars. The i3 and i8 models may
now fill up on electricity from a car-port fitted with
solar panels and a battery, meaning that whilst out
on the road, the solar cells are already charging for
the next adventure. Prices start at around 10,000
euros, depending on version.

Future Testing

This is a view that road users will grow accustomed to in the future.
Platooning describes the practise of digitally linking trucks together on
highways, allowing them to safely drive in each others’ slipstreams to save
fuel. DEKRA’s Automobil Test Center investigates the real benefits.
Author Joachim Geiger

Truck Platooning on Test

T

he biggest questions of the future often start
with the smallest of things. A roll of tape,
for example. Thilo Nikolaus craftily makes a
square frame from four thin strips of tape on the
inside of his Mercedes Actros 1845’s windscreen.
The shape reflects that of the rear of the truck 15
meters ahead of him. The 42 year old mechanic
is a test driver at DEKRA Automobil Test Center
in the Brandenburg town of Klettwitz. Together
with his colleagues, Michael Hausdorf, Andreas
Bönisch and Jörg Müller, Nikolaus is engaged in
a special mission on the DEKRA Test Oval.
On their roster are around 300 test drives
involving numerous articulated trucks, which
are to be driven behind one another at intervals
of 15, 20 or 25 meters. As vehicles equipped for
this digital cooperation are not yet on the market,
Thilo Nikolaus uses the tape frame on the window as a tool to help maintain the intended distances between the trucks in the convoy. To use
it, he simply aligns the rear of the truck in front
with the square on his windscreen. If it remains
in the frame, the distance is correct. As distances
change between the vehicles, the rear will either
grow and overspill the frame, or shrink within it.
This form of convoy driving simulates ‘platooning’. The term describes a ‘platoon’ of several
trucks which are digitally connected and travel
along the highway closely behind one another.
Vehicle spacing of between six and ten meters
has been achieved by truck manufacturers in
their own testing. This method of convoy driving
was first adopted at the end of the 1990s, under
the scope of the EU joint project ‘Promote Chauffeur’. Since then, technology has made massive
advances in highly developed, partially automated
systems. The most recent evidence of this is the
European Platooning Challenge in April 2016.
Several goods vehicle manufacturers sent convoys to the rally in the Dutch city of Rotterdam,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the so-called
‘digital tow bar’.
Platooning will do more than merely aid highway safety. It should also bring about considerable fuel savings. These savings are cited as
amounting to between seven and ten percent. An
important precedent to this project – the semi-autonomous truck – is already on the horizon. Manufacturers presume that platooning trucks will be
production-ready in between five and eight years.
Thanks to the speed of new development, these
claims seem – dare we say it – realistic. The question remains, however, whether adjusting the gap
between vehicles can elicit further consumption
savings. Does each meter closer to the vehicle in

front result in additional savings at the pump?
The DEKRA Automobil Test Center’s series of
tests will investigate whether these assumptions
hold any water, using DEKRA’s own equipment
and testing circuit. As vehicles with the requisite
digital coupling mechanism aren’t yet available,
this test must rely on those four little strips of
tape on the windscreen. This solution allows the
DEKRA experts to replicate the digital coupling
during convoy driving with conventional vehicles.

The DEKRA
Test Drivers
Hausdorf, Nikolaus
and Bönisch (left to
right) discuss the
day’s schedule
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Testing with Tonnage
The protagonists of this field test are typical 460
HP large-cab long-distance haulage machines
from Volvo, Scania, Mercedes Benz and MAN.
The quartet are then mounted with four identical trailers from Schmitz Cargobull with sliding
tarpaulin sides. At the core of the test equipment
is the driving data recorder, which records parameters such as distance, driving time, speed, acceleration and consumption from the vehicles’ CAN
bus data system.
The DEKRA test drivers’ day begins with a thorough pre-departure inspection. Following this,
there are several warm-up laps on the DEKRA Test
Oval in order to bring the engines of the trucks up
to their regular operating temperatures. After cal-

Doloreme ste ipsum
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1

1

2

2

ibrating the intended distance between the conjoined trucks, they return to the track together.
Four laps are performed for each vehicle configuration. The program prescribes three rounds of
testing, each with different distances between the
vehicles. First up is the solo driving phase, during
which the drivers follow each other with a kilometer in between the vehicles. Following this, the
vehicles form pairs for platooning around the circuit, the following vehicle 15 meters behind the
lead vehicle. After four laps, the vehicles swap
positions. The lead vehicle slows and moves to the
back, with the former following vehicle now taking on the leadership. They remain in this constellation for the next lap. This procedure is repeated
twice to also test the efficiency of driving with
intervals of 20 and 25 meters. Their finale for the
day is performed as a quartet, testing each of the
distances between vehicles.
Analysis of the data predominantly focuses
on the fuel consumption of each vehicle in the
various phases of testing. The solo journeys provide a reference figure, which is then compared
with the vehicle’s performance as second, third
and fourth position in the platoon. This comparison will display any economizing effects of pla-

More information:
www.dekratechnologycenter.de/en/
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tooning. The crucial question is therefore what
percentage of fuel a truck can save by driving in
platoon formation rather than independently.
The test laps are performed under predefined
conditions. The stopwatch reads four minutes
and 24 seconds when the trucks pass the measuring point as they exit the south curve. This
is the time that it takes to complete a lap of the
5.8 kilometer test track at 80 km/h. One of the
test drivers, Andreas Bönisch, describes the challenge for his team: “The test drive should be coordinated and take place without any major corrections. It’s a test of consistency and uniformity.” To
make it a touch more challenging, the lead driver
has an additional task – maintaining a clean line
in the middle lane of the test circuit. This is especially important in the 800 meter long banked
corner. The trucks must be maneuvered through
the corner with carefully dosed usage of the steering wheel – as little as a single uncontrolled steering movement is enough to send the lap outside
of the required reference values.
The drivers in the platoon don’t get to see much
of each other during their laps. On the straights,
following trucks remain out of sight in the rearview mirrors, their cabs hidden behind one’s own

PHOTOS: WOLFGANG GRUBE

1 The taped square on the windscreen
aids the driver in maintaining the correct
distance to the articulated lorry ahead
2 The driving data recorder logs relevant
parameters such as the distance driven,
the time, and the fuel consumption

Truck Platooning on Test

trailer. Only when they enter the banked corner do
they gain a glimpse of their colleagues’ vehicles.
Slipstreaming throws up peculiarities in another
area too. Initial analyses reveal that the aerodynamics of the lead vehicle play a secondary role
in the performance of the following trucks. It is
the trailer that provides the slipstream. Despite
this, the driving resistance of the trucks in the
platoon play a role in their own consumption. Different cab designs can cause a minor pendulum
effect in one direction or the other.
Perfect Test Conditions
Constant as a metronome, the quartet threads
into the south curve. Upon passing the measuring
point, the drivers confirm completion of the current lap and start a new recording for the next one.
The twelve-liter six-cylinder diesel engines grumble away, quietly and evenly. Upon the approach
to the north curve, a spectacular landmark draws
into view – the grandstand of the neighboring
Lausitzring, behind which the rotors of a wind
turbine turn languidly. Shortly afterwards, the
track passes through a small wooded area. Unlike
on the highway, drivers don’t have to worry about
close encounters with deer or boar – the DEKRA
Test Oval is entirely surrounded by fencing and
regularly patrolled by a huntsman to ensure no
wildlife ventures onto the track.
Back to business, the consumption data for
two-vehicle platoons suggest that an interval
of 15 meters results in savings of between eight

INTERVIEW

Three Questions For ...

Uwe Burckhardt,
Deputy Chief of DEKRA Automobil Test Center
What is the underlying idea behind the series of tests on the Test Oval?
Platooning promises to offer transport companies the potential to considerably increase
both safety and fuel efficiency. If a truck can save between eight and twelve percent of
diesel, that’s going to be very interesting. The question was, therefore, whether we can
confirm the presumed advantages of platooning, and whether there is a direct relationship
between fuel consumption and the size of the gap between the vehicles in the platoon.
What are the safety implications for both driver and vehicle whilst platooning?
In good conditions, the electronic system can bring the entire platoon safely to a complete
stop. In practice, however, good conditions cannot be guaranteed. Dry and wet surfaces
provide different friction, a laden vehicle has a different braking distance to that of an empty
one, and a good tire is better at decelerating on wet surfaces than an older one. Our braking
tests have shown that these factors lead to different braking distances. This could be an
argument for increasing the distances between vehicles in a platoon. Even at 20 or 25
meters, there are considerable fuel savings.
What kinks are there in the platooning concept that still need working out?
The reliability of communication between vehicles is of ultimate importance for platooning’s
success. If there are issues here, the safety of the platoon can no longer be fully guaranteed. The safety of wireless connections between vehicles (C2C) and infrastructure (C2I) is
being investigated by our colleagues at DEKRA AT4Wireless in Spanish Malaga. Transport
regulators must also introduce rules, such as to govern the maximum permitted number of
vehicles in a platoon, and how a convoy may form and disband.

Andreas Bönisch’s
day begins by testing
the tire pressure
at the test circuit
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and twelve percent for the second vehicle. The
lead vehicle profits from the cooperation – the
data reveals that the configuration reduced consumption by between 0.5 and 2.5 percent. This
may be due to the fact that the geometry of the
platoon reduces drag on the rear of the lead vehicle’s trailer.
The data for vehicle combinations at greater
intervals are also exciting. It reveals that the
trucks don’t necessarily have to drive bumper-

Truck Platooning on Test
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